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INTRODUCTION
ăF QVSQPTF PG UIJT BSUJDMF JT UP FYQMPSF OFX 8FCCBTFE
resources for disseminating data in an interactive and intuitive
way that is accessible and engaging to the public without sacrificing scientific utility. This article highlights these new opportunities and describes their synthesis with recently developed
automated tremor monitoring methodologies. The resulting
QSPEVDUJTBXFCTJUFUIBUUIFSFBEFSNBZđOEVTFGVMUPFYQMPSF
in tandem with this article, http://www.pnsn.org/tremor.
*OUIJTBSUJDMF UIFEBUBEJTTFNJOBUJPOFYBNQMFJTTQFDJđDBMMZBQQMJFEUP$BTDBEJBUSFNPS CVUUIFVUJMJ[BUJPOPGGSFFMZ
accessible Web applications to provide an interactive Web
FYQFSJFODFGPSUIFQVCMJDBOETDJFOUJđDDPNNVOJUZBMJLFDPVME
easily be applied to many different aspects of seismology.

MOTIVATION
Since their discovery nearly a decade ago, advances in both
instrumentation and methodology in subduction zones around
the world have brought the causal connection between seismically observed tectonic tremor (Obara 2002) and geodetically
PCTFSWFETMPXTMJQ %SBHFSUet al. 2001) into sharper focus. In
addition to the strong spatio-temporal correlation between the
separately observed phenomena (Wech et al. 2009), mounting
evidence indicates that deep, non-volcanic tremor represents
slow shear (Ide et al.8FDIBOE$SFBHFS PDDVSSJOH
at the interface (Shelly et al.  CFUXFFOUIFTVCEVDUing oceanic and overriding continental plates, suggesting the
two phenomena are different manifestations of the same process. Of course, there is still ongoing debate over the depth and
NFDIBOJTNPGUFDUPOJDUSFNPS ,BPet al..D$BVTMBOE
et al. CVUXIBUJTDMFBSJTUIBUUSFNPSTFSWFTBTBQSPYZ
GPSTMPXTMJQ$POTJEFSJOHHFPEFTZTMPXFSMJNJUTJOTQBUJBMSFTPlution and slow slip detection together with the abundance of
low-level, ageodetic tremor, this connection makes tremor a
key component for monitoring when, where, and how much
slip is occurring. Because slow slip transfers stress to the updip
seismogenic portion of the plate interface (e.g., 3PHFST BOE
%SBHFSU Mazzotti and "EBNT NPOJUPSJOHUSBOsient events may serve in forecasting the threat of a megathrust
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earthquake by inferring the temporal and spatial variations in
the loading of the seismogenic zone.
Assuming the task of monitoring tremor is of some importance, the process of creating a complete system to continuously monitor tremor begs a couple key questions:
1. $POTJEFSJOH UIF OPOJNQVMTJWF BOE FOEVSJOH OBUVSF PG
seismic tremor, how does one quickly and efficiently sift
UISPVHIBXFMMJOTUSVNFOUFETVCEVDUJPO[POFTXPSUIPG
seismic data to search for tremor on a margin-wide scale?
2. (JWFO PVS PCMJHBUJPO BT GFEFSBMMZ GVOEFE TDJFOUJTUT UP
report to and connect with the public, how does one disseminate these results in a way that is accessible and engaging to the general population yet remains valuable as a tool
for scientific synergy across institutions and disciplines?

WECC & GOOGLE APIs
I would like to outline a system developed to automatically
detect, locate, and report tremor activity results on an interactive Web page (Figures 1 and 2). This system addresses the
đSTU BGPSFNFOUJPOFE RVFTUJPO CZ FYQBOEJOH PO B SFDFOUMZ
EFWFMPQFE UFDIOJRVF 8FDI BOE $SFBHFS   VTJOH XBWFGPSNFOWFMPQFDPSSFMBUJPOBOEDMVTUFSJOH 8&$$ GPSTJNVMtaneously locating and detecting tremor. The second question,
which is perhaps of greater interest in this column, draws on
B DPNCJOBUJPO PG (PPHMF BQQMJDBUJPO QSPHSBNNJOH JOUFSGBDF
"1*http://code.google.comBQJTBKBY QSPEVDUTăFTFGSFFMZ
available APIs are powerful and dynamic resources that provide a number of utilities, which allow users to embed applications interfaced with their data in their own Web pages
VTJOH+BWB4DSJQU *TUBSUFEIFSF http://en.wikipedia.orgwiki/
JavaScript BOE)5.-*ODPNCJOBUJPOXJUIBGSFFMZBWBJMBCMF
%ZOBSDI +BWB4DSJQU $BMFOEBS QBDLBHF (http://www.dynarch.
com/projects/calendar) enabling interactive calendar displays,
this tremor monitoring system utilizes applications from two
(PPHMF"1*QSPEVDUT(PPHMF.BQT"1*(http://code.google.
comapis/maps/documentation BOE(PPHMF7JTVBMJ[BUJPO"1*
(http://code.google.comBQJTWJTVBMJ[BUJPOEPDVNFOUBUJPO 
* EPOU OFFE UP UFMM ZPV BCPVU (PPHMF .BQT  CVU JUT VOJRVF
NBTIVQ XJUI UIF "OOPUBUFE 5JNF -JOF BQQMJDBUJPO (http://
code.google.com/apis/visualization/documentation/gallery/
annotatedtimeline.html PG(PPHMF7JTVBMJ[BUJPO"1*QSPWJEFT

BWFSZJOUVJUJWFBOEEZOBNJDVTFSFYQFSJFODFCZQSPWJEJOHBO
interactive timeline of tremor activity that is interfaced with
UIFDVTUPNUJNFSBOHFTFMFDUJPOGVODUJPOBMJUZ'JOBMMZ (PPHMFT
ĔBTICBTFE .PUJPO $IBSU BQQMJDBUJPO (http://code.google.
com/apis/visualization/documentation/gallery/motionchart.
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! Figure 1. A screenshot of the Web product resulting from this near-real-time system. The left panel contains all of the interactive
options. Here the user can choose which region and date range to look at. There is also the option of overlaying the station distribution
on the map as well as the subducting plate depth contours. Locations may be uniform or color-coded with time. Single days or range of
dates may be toggled. Clicking in the date text boxes triggers a dropdown calendar with active dates highlighted and summarized. The
bottom panel shows a time series of tremor duration by day for the entire available time range (bottom) and zoomed in time range (top)
with color-coded regional summaries following the cursor (top right) and preset zoom options (top left). Regional toggles change both
the calendar and timeline while a date change in either adjusts the other. The right panel contains a summary of plotted info (top) and
the color bar (shown here) or list if <1,000 epicenters are requested with no color-coding.
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html PG(PPHMF7JTVBMJ[BUJPO"1*BMMPXTVTFSTUPEZOBNJDBMMZ

FYQMPSFTFWFSBMJOEJDBUPSTPWFSUJNF
$PNCJOFE UIJTTZTUFN XIJDIJTDVSSFOUMZCFJOHBQQMJFE
UPUIFNBKPSJUZPGUIF$BTDBEJBTVCEVDUJPO[POFGSPNOPSUIFSO
$BMJGPSOJBUPNJE7BODPVWFS*TMBOE TFBNMFTTMZBOEBVUPNBUJcally turns raw waveforms into an interactive online catalog
'JHVSF   BOE TFOET FNBJMUFYU BMFSUT UP JOUFSFTUFE QBSUJFT
with activity updates. Of course, the individual processes comQPTJOH UIJT TZTUFN BSF OPU OFX /FBSSFBMUJNF USFNPS EFUFDUJPO BOE MPDBUJPO IBT CFFO BEESFTTFE CFGPSF PO 7BODPVWFS
*TMBOE ,BPet al. BOEUIFSFBSFNBOZFYBNQMFTPGSFBM
time earthquake catalogs overlaying earthquake activity on
NBQT )PXFWFS  $BTDBEJB USFNPS NPOJUPSJOH IBT OFWFS CFFO
done on this scale, and earthquake Web maps tend not to be
very interactive or give the user very much control. Often these
FBSUIRVBLF NBQT EJTQMBZ B đYFE UJNF QFSJPE PG BDUJWJUZ 4P
XIJMFUIFJOEJWJEVBMQJFDFTBSFOUOFX JUJTUIFDPNCJOBUJPOPG
these processes and utilization of freely available API resources
that yields a useful and novel product of general public interest
and accessibility that also addresses the growing collaborative
efforts required by this interdisciplinary phenomenon.

DETAILS
Data Processing Details
5SFNPS JT NPOJUPSFE BDSPTT UIF TVCEVDUJPO [POF CZ QJFDing together seven overlapping subnetworks (seen by hoverJOH DVSTPS PWFS SFHJPO OBNF JO UIF i3FHJPO 0QUJPOTu QBOF
on Web site), each containing ~20 stations, from northern
$BMJGPSOJBUPNJE7BODPVWFS*TMBOE"UUIFFOEPGB(.5EBZ 
EBUB GSPN UIF 1BDJđD /PSUIXFTU 4FJTNJD /FUXPSL 1/4/ 
1BDJđD (FPTDJFODF $FOUFS  1MBUF #PVOEBSZ 0CTFSWBUPSZ  BOE

/PSUIFSO $BMJGPSOJB 3FHJPOBM /FUXPSL BSF QSPDFTTFE GSPN
IPVSMPOHEBUBđMFTBWBJMBCMFBUUIF1/4/ăFTFEBUBDPOTJTUPGBQQSPYJNBUFMZTIPSUQFSJPEBOECSPBECBOETUBUJPOT
UIBU TQBO UIF VQ BOE EPXOEJQ FYUFOU PG UIF TMPX TMJQ [POF
BDSPTT UIF NBSHJO 7FSUJDBM DPNQPOFOU XBWFGPSNT BSF CBOEQBTTđMUFSFEGSPNm)[ USFNPSGSFRVFODZCBOE DPOWFSUFE
into envelope functions, low-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz, and decimated to 1 Hz. These preprocessed 1 sps envelopes are saved
for a whole day and will be read in by the location code, which
XJMMQBSTFPVUFBDISFHJPOTTVCOFUXPSL"QBSBMMFMQSPDFTTBMTP
TJNVMUBOFPVTMZHFOFSBUFTFOWFMPQFTMPXQBTTFEBU)[ EFDJNBUFEUPTQTBOETBWFEBTTFWFOTFQBSBUF1%'EPDVNFOUT
(to be linked by the Web site for data viewing).
Detecting & Locating Tremor
%FUFDUJPOT BOE MPDBUJPOT BSF BVUPNBUJDBMMZ EFUFSNJOFE VTJOH
8&$$'PSBHJWFOSFHJPO *DIPPTFBTVCOFUPGBCPVUTUBtions based on geographic distribution and known station quality. One region at a time, the location code reads in the daily
envelope data and parses out the appropriate subnet of stations
BT EFđOFE CZ B EBUBCBTF UFYU đMF 5SFNPS FQJDFOUFST UIFO BSF
automatically detected and located by employing a cross-correlation method to generate potential epicenters before using the
SFTVMUJOHFQJDFOUFSTUPEFUFDUUSFNPS 8FDIBOE$SFBHFS 
By automatically analyzing network coherence through epicentral reliability and spatial repeatability, this method simultaneously detects tremor and produces robust estimates of tremor
locations.
6TJOH B SFWFSTFE NFUIPEPMPHZ  8&$$ MPDBUFT before
detecting tremor. For a given five-minute time window of verUJDBMDPNQPOFOUFOWFMPQFEBUB 8&$$BVUPNBUJDBMMZPCUBJO
centroid location estimates by cross-correlating all station

! Figure 2. A diagram of the processing that comprises this system. WECC steps in the top portion are all performed daily in MATLAB,
while the bottom portion contains steps performed dynamically by the Web site. Plotting requests send the region and time parameters from the Web site (bottom left) to the Python CGI (bottom right), which queries a MySQL database and returns XML files to be
used by the Web site.
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QBJSTBOEQFSGPSNJOHB%HSJETFBSDIPWFSQPUFOUJBMTPVSDF
location S-wave lag times that optimize the cross correlations.
6TJOH CPPUTUSBQ FSSPS FTUJNBUFT PG FWFSZ PWFSMBQQJOH
window, only those solutions with epicentral error estimates
MFTT UIBO  LN BSF LFQU BT QPUFOUJBM USFNPS TPVSDFT ăFTF
potential locations are then tested as an enduring signal localJ[FEJOTQBDF5XPPSNPSFMPDBUJPOTXJUIJOBYEFHSFF
area in a day are considered a cluster. These clustered epicenters
are counted, and a successful detection is obtained when more
than one hour of tremor (spread throughout the region and
day) is identified in a region (as determined by summing fiveminute-windowed locations accounting for overlap). If this is
the case, the latitude, longitude, and beginning time for each
đWFNJOVUF XJOEPX GPS FBDI USFNPS FQJDFOUFSEFđOFE CZ B
đWFNJOVUFXJOEPXDPOUSJCVUJOHUPBTVDDFTTGVMEFUFDUJPOJT
BQQFOEFE UP B UFYU đMF DBUBMPH PG UIBU SFHJPO 4FF 8FDI BOE
$SFBHFS  GPSEFUBJMTPOEFUFDUJPO MPDBUJPO XFJHIUT BOE
error estimates.
Cascadia-wide Synthesis
8&$$ JT JOEFQFOEFOUMZ BQQMJFE UP FBDI TVCOFUXPSL XJUI
BHSJETQBOOJOHEFHSFFTMBUJUVEFBOEEFHSFFTMPOHJUVEF
Because of detection limitations on the fringes of each network,
the networks share edge stations and latitudinally overlap each
PUIFSCZBCPVU"OBMZTJTPGEVQMJDBUFEMPDBUJPOTXJUIJO
km of each other obtained by overlapping networks shows that
BEKBDFOUOFUXPSLTPCUBJOFQJDFOUFSTXJUIEJĈFSFODFTUZQJDBMMZ
less than 10 km. This result has two positive outcomes. 1) It
means that I can safely average the epicenters from duplicated
time windows in regions of overlap. 2) The redundancy gives us
GVSUIFSDPOđEFODFJOUIFSFMJBCJMJUZPG8&$$SFTVMUT
As each region completes, it checks to see how many
regions have completed that day. Once this check yields seven,
the system checks if any of the seven regions detected more
than one hour of tremor. If so, it composes an e-mail summarizing the region(s) and amount(s) of tremor and sends this to
recipients interested in alerts for a detected region. Also, if the
system breaks somewhere along the line (e.g., missing data), it
TFOETBOFNBJMBOEUFYUNFTTBHFBMFSUUPUIFQFSTPOiPWFSTFFing” the process (me for the moment).
XML Files for Web Site
3FHBSEMFTT PG EFUFDUFE BDUJWJUZ  UIF đOBM TUFQ TJNVMUBOFPVT
with composing or not composing e-mails) for the system is to
get the results into a format that can be read and interpreted
CZ(PPHMFT"1*TVTJOH&YUFOTJCMF.BSLVQ-BOHVBHF 9.- 
(http://www.w3.org533&$YNM 9.-JTBTFUPGSVMFTGPS
encoding electronic documents to represent arbitrary data
TUSVDUVSFTXJUIXJEF*OUFSOFUDPNQBUJCJMJUZ9.-TBCJMJUZUP
contain a variety of data structures in a human legible format
makes it very simple to transform a catalog of latitude, longiUVEF UJNF BOESFHJPOJOUPBO9.-đMFUIBUDBOCFJOUFSQSFUFE
CZ+BWB4DSJQUPOUIF8FC'PSFYBNQMF BO9.-đMFDPOUBJOing three tremor epicenters can be described as a marker with
those attributes as follows:

<markers>
<marker lat=”48.2800” lon=”-122.9000”
time=”01/07/2007 01:25:00” region=”NW”/>
<marker lat=”48.3000” lon=”-122.8800”
time=”01/07/2007 01:27:30” region=”NW”/>
<marker lat=”48.3000” lon=”-122.8700”
time=”01/07/2007 01:30:00” region=”NW”/>
</markers>

ăJT đMF DBO UIFO CF SFBE JO EZOBNJDBMMZ WJB +BWB4DSJQU  BOE
the attributes can be assigned to variables. Passing these variBCMFTJOUPGVODUJPOTQSPWJEFECZ(PPHMF.BQT"1*XJMMPWFSMBZ
NBSLFSTBUUIPTFMPDBUJPOTPOUPQPGB(PPHMF.BQ
Generating XML Files
"T TFFO JO UIF FYBNQMF BCPWF  BO 9.- đMF JT FBTZ UP JOUFSpret, and there are several ways to generate them. For smaller,
static files like those containing station information, it is easy
UPJUFSBUFPWFSOFUXPSLJOGPSNBUJPOUPHFOFSBUFUIJT9.-đMF
However, for a tremor catalog comprised of tens of thousands
of locations and counting, a static file would be several megabytes large. This continually growing file is too cumbersome for
a browser to process for every plot request. Therefore, I generBUF UIFTF 9.- đMFT EZOBNJDBMMZ VTJOH B $PNNPO (BUFXBZ
*OUFSGBDF $(* (http://www.w3.org$(* TDSJQUPOUIFTFSWFS
side. After the system is finished analyzing all seven regions,
JUBEETBMMMPDBUJPOTUPB.Z42-EBUBCBTF(http://www.mysql.
com  'JHVSF ăFO XJUIFBDIQMPUSFRVFTU B1ZUIPO$(*
script (http://www.python.org RVFSJFTUIJT.Z42-EBUBCBTF 
UPSFUVSOUXPRVFSZTQFDJđD9.-đMFT 'JHVSF ăFđSTUJTB
DBUBMPH9.-đMFUIBUMPPLTMJLFUIFFYBNQMFBCPWFăFTFDPOE
JTBTVNNBSZ9.-đMFUIBUIBTEBJMZTVNNBSJFTPGEVSBUJPO
and number of epicenters for each region as well as the margin
BTBXIPMFăJTMBUUFSđMFJTVTFECZUIF(PPHMF7JTVBMJ[BUJPO
"1* UP HFOFSBUF UIF "OOPUBUFE 5JNF -JOF BOE UIF .PUJPO
$IBSUăFTFđMFTBSFEZOBNJDBMMZHFOFSBUFEBOESFUVSOFEUP
+BWB4DSJQUGVODUJPOTUPVQEBUFUIF8FCTJUF
Resource Usage
Every step short of the Web Site (Figure 2) is performed using
."5-"# TPĕXBSF GSPN .BUI8PSLT (http://www.mathworks.com  %BZMPOH XBWFGPSNT BSF SFBE JOUP BOE QSFQSPDFTTFEXJUI."5-"#WJB$03"- $SFBHFS DPNQMFUJOHJOBCPVUmNJOVUFT%FQFOEJOHPOUSFNPSBDUJWJUZBOE
TUBUJPORVBMJUZ QFSSFHJPO8&$$UBLFTTPNFXIFSFCFUXFFO
BOENJOVUFT6TJOHBRVBEDPSFDPNQVUFS GPVSSFHJPOTBSF
processed simultaneously. Monitoring a whole day across the
entire margin is, therefore, completed in roughly an hour, and
EBJMZSFTVMUTBSFBWBJMBCMFPOMJOFBSPVOE65$

WEB SITE
Google Maps API
With each region and date range request from the user, the catBMPH9.-đMFJTSFUVSOFECZUIF1ZUIPO$(* 'JHVSF BOE
JOEJWJEVBMFQJDFOUFSTBSFBEEFEUPUIFNBQ5PEPUIJTPWFSMBZ 
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POFVTFTB(PPHMF.BQT"1*GVODUJPOUPHFOFSBUFBiNBSLFSu
for each epicenter. Each marker is then added to the map added
to the table in the side bar containing a list of times for each
tremor location. For all markers, I simply point to a low resolution image file of a red dot or a highlighting dot. This works well
when there are not that many locations satisfying the request
criteria. The full catalog, however, contains tens of thousands
of epicenters, the attempted overlay of which would crash the
Internet browser. Because each marker has many attributes
(such as icon image file, height, width, shadow, html, info window, etc.), trial and error revealed that 1,000 of these “markers,” in fact, seemed to be the limit. Thus, requests of more than
1,000 locations require a different approach. First, to speed
things up, requests of 1,000 or more epicenters no longer genFSBUFBMJTUJOUIFTJEFCBS"MTP UIFSFJTBOFYUFOTJPO+BWB4DSJQU
PG(PPHMF.BQ"1* DBMMFE “markerlight.js,” which generates a
slimmed-down version of a “marker.” This light marker sheds
information about an info window, shadow, etc. but can render
much faster. Thus, for requests larger than 1,000 epicenters, the
markers are generated using markerlight.js. They load faster and
the map can handle more, but you lose the ability to click on
them and obtain location information. This speeds things up
DPOTJEFSBCMZ#VUFWFOTP UIFTZTUFNTJNQMZDBOUIBOEMFQMPUUJOH  MJHIUNBSLFSTPOBNBQăFSFGPSF GPSSFRVFTUT
PGNPSFUIBO MPDBUJPOT UIFFQJDFOUFSMJTUJTEFDJNBUFEUP
 FQJDFOUFSTCZUIF1ZUIPO$(*'JOBMMZ UIFVTFSIBTUIF
option of color-coding the locations with time. This is achieved
CZDSFBUJOHJNBHFđMFT QSFHFOFSBUFEJO."5-"# PGEPUT
that smoothly vary from blue to red. For each location, the
image file used in generating the light marker is determined by
the time of the epicenter relative to the requested time range.
Google Visualization API
"TNFOUJPOFECFGPSF BTVNNBSZ9.-đMFJTHFOFSBUFEUIBU
contains daily summaries of number of epicenters and duration
for each region. This file has four functions.
1. With each request, daily summaries for the selected time
windows are combined to provide a summary of what is
being plotted.
2. The daily durations are used to create time series in the
"OOPUBUFE5JNF-JOFGPSFBDISFHJPOTFMFDUFE
 The daily durations are used to populate the dropdown
DBMFOEBST QSPWJEFE CZ UIF %ZOBSDI +BWB4DSJQU $BMFOEBS
package in the date options field with the necessary activity information for the regions selected.
 The regions, dates, average latitudes, average longitudes,
BOEEVSBUJPOTBSFVTFEUPDSFBUFUIF.PUJPO$IBSU XIJDI
BMMPXTVTFSTUPJOUFSBDUJWFMZDVTUPNJ[FBOEFYQMPSFNBOZ
variables in time.
ăPVHI TMJHIUMZ VOPSUIPEPY  USFNPS JT TVNNBSJ[FE JO EVSBtion rather than amplitude because the emergent and enduring
nature of tremor signals creates a nebulous definition of what
DPOTUJUVUFTBUSFNPSiFWFOUuPSTJ[F%FUFSNJOJOHUSFNPSTJ[F
is a work in progress, but at least knowing what fraction of a
day was active in a given region seems to have meaning. Both
the calendar (which highlights and provides summaries for

active days) and the timeline are regenerated with each toggle
of a new region. This allows the user to use the data presented
in each to choose a date range. Furthermore, because of this
connection between the timeline and date selection, a change
in the timeline automatically populates the date fields with its
current date range and each time range request automatically
changes the timeline.
Additional Features
Some additional features worth mentioning:
r Station overlay. This option will plot all the stations used
GPSUIFNPTUSFDFOUEBZTUSFNPSEFUFDUJPOBUUFNQU
r 3FHJPOBMTUBUJPOEJTQMBZ)PWFSJOHUIFDVSTPSPWFSUIFUFYU
PGFBDISFHJPOJOUIF3FHJPO0QUJPOTNFOVTUFNQPSBSJMZ
overlays the stations used for detection and location in
that specific region
r Plate depth overlay. This option overlays isodepth lines for
UIFTVCEVDUJOH+VBOEF'VDBQMBUF .D$SPSZ 
r &OWFMPQF1%'T'PSFBDISFHJPOBOEFBDIEBZ BQBHF
1%' POF IPVS QFS QBHF  PG TNPPUIFE TFJTNJD FOWFMPQF
data is available for viewing.
r Marker highlights. Hovering the cursor over each time in
the epicenter list highlights the marker in question by temporarily overlaying a new, bigger marker.
r Items in the epicenter list are linked to the markers such
that a click should trigger the popup information window
for that epicenter.
r Station markers can be clicked for an information window
XJUIMJOLTUPHFOFSBUFXFCJDPSEFSTGPSUIFQBTU  PS
IPVST
CONCLUSIONS
Through a combination of techniques, I have developed a nearreal-time system that automatically turns raw waveforms into
an interactive online catalog of tremor epicenters. Each of the
UXPNBKPSBTQFDUTPGUIJTTZTUFN NPOJUPSJOHBOEEJTTFNJOBtion, presents a new approach to a problem with potential effiDBDZCFZPOEJUTDVSSFOUBQQMJDBUJPOJOUIF$BTDBEJBTVCEVDUJPO
zone. As tremor is found in more and more places and the quantity of data grow, the need for efficient systematic monitoring
increases. Though I am not presenting it as a truly portable
system, this detection and location approach provides a good
option for systematic tremor searches and could be applied in
other subduction zones. More important, regarding dissemination of information, the approach presented here provides the
VTFS XJUI BO JOUVJUJWF BOE ĔFYJCMF FYQFSJFODF UIBU NBJOUBJOT
the balance of general public accessibility and scientific utilJUZBOFYQFSJFODFUIBUXJMMPOMZHFUCFUUFSXJUIUIFJOFWJUBCMF
inclusion of more APIs and more server-side processing.
ăJT FYBNQMF JT TQFDJđDBMMZ BQQMJFE UP $BTDBEJB USFNPS 
but the utilization of the APIs to provide an interactive Web
FYQFSJFODFDPVMEFBTJMZCFBQQMJFEJONBOZEJĈFSFOUBTQFDUTPG
TDJFODF BOE TFJTNPMPHZNPTU OPUBCMZ FBSUIRVBLF DBUBMPHT
* VTF ."5-"# UP JEFOUJGZ USFNPS BOE 1ZUIPO UP HFOFSBUF
9.-đMFT CVUPOFDPVMEVTFBOZMBOHVBHFUPFBTJMZUVSOBOZ
DBUBMPH JOUP BO 9.- đMF UIBU JT JOUFSGBDFE EZOBNJDBMMZ WJB
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)5.- BOE +BWB4DSJQU XJUI (PPHMF PS PUIFS  "1*T *O UIF
case of earthquakes, rather than automatically updating static
maps with a catalog of the most recent weeks of earthquakes,
one could dynamically generate or automatically update an
9.-đMFUIBUTFSWFTUPVQEBUFEZOBNJDNBQTXJUIBGVMMDBUalog of activity. I employed options to sort data by time and
SFHJPO  CVU UIF TBNF BQQSPBDI DPVME CF FYUFOEFE UP đMUFS CZ
region (predefined or custom), time, depth, magnitude, etc.
One could even dynamically color-code by depth, magnitude,
or time. Those are a few application ideas, but the incorporaUJPOPGB$(*TDSJQUQFSGPSNJOHTFSWFSTJEFEBUBNBOJQVMBUJPO
PS TPNFUIJOH MJLF UIF .PUJPO $IBSU BQQMJDBUJPO PG (PPHMF
7JTVBMJ[BUJPO "1* QSPWJEFT FYUSBPSEJOBSZ ĔFYJCJMJUZ #PUI
are powerful tools whose capabilities are only barely demonTUSBUFEJOUIJTQBQFS5PHFUIFSXJUIJUTTJNQMFJNQMFNFOUBUJPO 
.PUJPO$IBSUTBCJMJUZUPFOBCMFVTFSTUPTJNVMUBOFPVTMZFYBNJOF EBUB XJUI BO YEJNFOTJPO MJOFBSMZ BOE MPHBSJUINJDBMMZ 
ZEJNFOTJPO MJOFBSMZBOEMPHBSJUINJDBMMZ DPMPS BOETJ[FBMM
XJUIWBSZJOHUJNFNBLFTJUBOJODSFEJCMZQPXFSGVMUPPMXJUI
OPFOEPGQPTTJCJMJUJFT KVTUCFHHJOHUPCFFYQMPSFE
6MUJNBUFMZ  * IPQF UP IBWF CSPVHIU UP ZPVS BUUFOUJPO B
whole host of Web resources for data dissemination. This paper
highlighted a few specific APIs and how to interface these with
EBUB CVUIBTKVTUCBSFMZTDSBUDIFEUIFTVSGBDFPGQPTTJCJMJUJFT
There are many more, and even the implementation of the ones
EJTDVTTFEIFSFDPVMECFJNQSPWFEVQPOBOEPSVTFEJOPUIFS
ways. These tools are freely available, intuitive for users, easily
interfaced with many types of data, useful for the public and
scientists alike, and capable of facilitating clean and efficient
data dissemination with surprisingly little effort.
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